
Our approach
“Luxury and sustainability are one and the same.” Reflecting this deeply held conviction of François-Henri Pinault, sustainability has
always been at the heart of Kering’s strategy. Far more than an ethical necessity, it is a driver of innovation and value creation for the

Group, its Houses, and its stakeholders.
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Marie-Claire Daveu: moving towards
sustainable Luxury

Our strategy
Care, Collaborate, Create. Three pillars to develop more sustainable and more responsible Luxury. Three pillars that shape Kering’s 2025
Sustainability Strategy in a world where reducing resource consumption and respecting people are absolute necessities. Three pillars that

embody and drive our ambition: to craft tomorrow’s Luxury.

CARE

News
Progress in our 2025 roadmap, events, partnership updates, publications, more EP&L reports… Get all the latest sustainability news in

the Group.

Historic
commitment
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SEE ALL THE LATEST

NEWS.
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EP&L: Environmental Profit & Loss
Kering has developed an innovative tool for measuring and quantifying the environmental impact of its activities. The Environmental

Profit & Loss (EP&L) account is a key enabler of a sustainable business model, and one that Kering wishes to share with other
companies in the Luxury industry and other sectors.

PUBLISHED ON 01/30/2020

Kering reports on sustainability progress and shows very promising first results towards meeting 2025
targets

PUBLISHED ON 01/20/2020

Kering named on CDP ‘A List’ for leading effort against climate change for the 3rd consecutive
year

PUBLISHED ON 11/14/2019

Institut Français de la Mode (IFM) and Kering launch the "IFM - Kering Sustainability
Chair"

PUBLISHED ON 10/25/2019

24 new companies join the Fashion
Pact
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RESULTS

MY EP&L

APP

Resources
Learn all about sustainability at Kering through our publications and videos.

Fashion Pact

THEFASHIONPACT.ORG
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